• Some sessions may be subject to alteration due to galas, matches and courses. These will be communicated, where possible, two weeks in advance via our Updates Page: http://sport.leeds.ac.uk/updates

• Pale blue shading on the timetable indicates times when swimming is available (some of which will be in lanes), typically over either 17m or 25m.

• Width swimming available during Aqua, Family Swim and weekday Swimming Lessons, this will be in deep water only and is not suitable for non-swimmers.

• The times identified by a greyed out line indicates time when the pool is set up for subsequent sessions.

• An Equality Impact Assessment has been carried out as part of the development for this programme and is available on request.

• During full pool closures the sauna and steam room will be unavailable.

• During the advertised School Swim session, the separate male and female changing areas for the pool will be closed. The rest of the village changing area will remain open for the general public.

For full facility updates please visit our website: sport.leeds.ac.uk/updates